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Introduction

The best “model” for studying human anatomy
has always been a dead physical body [1; 2]. Since
then in most cases all parts of the body are correct-
ly positioned, you can touch all elements, all struc-
tures (soft, hard, smooth, rough, dry and wet) as re-
ally as possible. Since ancient times, due to curiosi-
ty, people have examined the wounds and organs of
their dead relatives. However, today access to a dead
physical body is tightly regulated by legal, financial
and social restrictions. In addition, even in the pres-
ence of a dead physical body, problems arise with
the demonstration of the thalus cavity and fascia.
And finally, the problems of donation of dead phys-
ical bodies, their storage, the use of chemical harm-
ful substances, the proper burial of cadaveric sam-
ples create certain difficulties for some educational
institutions.

To solve such issues, professional anatomical
models are used. Ancient and modern models are
very different due to the details and materials used.
Once upon a time, ordinary wood and ivory, papier-
mâché or more detailed plaster models were used to
represent anatomical structures, then there were re-
alistic wax models Susini, Towne, Ziegler and final-
ly modern professional plastic models [3–5]. Ana-
tomical models also differ in terms of application
— the use by doctors to advise female patients, the
skills of surgeons, and, of course, the study of anat-
omy [6; 7].

Physical anatomical models have inherent limi-
tations in their use, storage, and maintenance. The
cost of professional models can reach thousands of
dollars, depending on material, size, details, accu-
racy and interactivity. In addition, with large con-
tingents of students, such physical anatomical mod-
els can become damaged and become unusable over

time. Modern plastic samples have shown their ef-
fectiveness in training [15; 16]. However, most of the
above limitations are also inherent in plastic models.

The objective of the work is to offer an approach
which allows to develop 3D digital models and cor-
responding interactive applications for medical ed-
ucation on the basis of licensed software.

Materials and Methods

In addition to physical models, modern digital
3D-visualizations of structures and samples have
been developed using medical images and digital 3D-
modeling. Digital 3D-models of anatomical struc-
tures are available on a computer using mobile ap-
plications or stand-alone workstations (for example,
Anatomage, Touch of Life). The presence of these
materials in the anatomical laboratory and on train-
ing computers can reduce the need for physical an-
atomical models or even printed atlases and can even
help teaching by bringing training materials to the
anatomical table. However, the cost of such a spe-
cialized interactive 3D image system is significant
(about $ 100,000 for the Anatomage table and ad-
ditional devices), and the need for constant profes-
sional support should be taken into account. Using
iPad tablets and mobile devices reduces cost, but re-
quires the development of special applications that
also affect learning.

The advantage of digital 3D-models is that they
can be constantly manipulated to demonstrate
changes in the structure or sample, taking into ac-
count age and stage of development, the role of sur-
gery or intervention, the mechanism of functioning.
Digital 3D-models can represent the morphogene-
sis of the heart or inner ear and clarify the embry-
onic structures and tissues that are important du-
ring the successful stages of embryogenesis. In ad-
dition, with the help of digital 3D-models, it is pos-
sible to trace the focus of cirrhosis of the liver or
the progression of Alzheimer’s disease from the ini-
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tial formation to the stages of
complete tissue destruction. And
finally, these models can de-
monstrate the mechanics of the
functioning of joints in different
positions and under loads, or the
physiology of the functioning of
the heart muscle. On the contra-
ry, a number of physical models
are required in order to obtain
any of these representations.

The obvious advantage of dig-
ital anatomical 3D-models is that
a teacher or educational institu-
tion can create them in a relative-
ly short time (requires an expe-
rienced biomedical illustrator).
The cost may be relatively small
(a workstation with open-source
software). However, more effi-
cient software can be expensive
($ 1,000 – $ 5,000 / year), even
with an academic license. The
price of a license depends on the
method of use (personal or insti-
tutional), negotiations, type of use
(clinical or educational). Creating
libraries or model repositories can
reduce the need for using original
models and reduce their cost [10–
12].

Main Results

The proposed procedure for
developing applications for 3D
modeling of anatomical structures
includes the following stages of work
(Fig. 1).

Using 3D-models of anatomical
structures developed in the Anato-
mography project. The Anatomo-
graphy project was launched in
2009 at Tokyo University (the
founder of the project is Professor
Kousaku Okubo). The database of
mesh models of anatomical struc-
tures is called BodyParts3D. The
project address on the Internet is
http://l ifesciencedb.jp/bp3d/
?lng=en. Mesh data for
BodyParts3D was obtained from
MRI images. The process of build-
ing models for BodyParts3D con-
sisted of 3 stages.

1st stage. Anatomical segmen-
tation was performed on the ba-
sis of MRI images in a special
TARO format.
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a b

Fig. 2. Processing models imported from BodyParts3D in Blender:
a — mesh model; b — creating animation

2nd stage. With the help of medical illustrators
using 3D editing programs, missing details were add-
ed and edges were sharpened.

3rd stage. Segmentation and modification of the
data was carried out in collaboration with clinicians
until a conceptual similarity was achieved.

BodyParts3D mesh models are distributed as
OBJ files. For version 3.0, the total data size was
127 MB (simplified mesh) and 521 MB (high quali-
ty). Furthermore, the number of anatomical struc-
tures is — 1,523. Today the current version is 5.0.

Archived data can be downloaded from http://
dbarchive.biosciencedbc.jp/en/bodyparts3d/down-
load.html. Images generated by Anatomography
and grid data in BodyParts3D are licensed under a
Creative Commons license. This is to ensure the
widespread use and accessibility for medical educa-
tion.

Note, that the anatomical structures of
BodyParts3D can be integrated into a more com-
plex model created, for example, in MakeHuman
software (Fig. 2).

Import and process a 3D model in Blender. The
Blender program offers a wide range of objects for
creating and further editing: meshes, NURBS sur-
faces, Bezier curves, vector fonts (TrueType, Post-
Script, OpenType).

There are tools for cutting the mesh. Boolean
functions for grids are implemented. Editing grids
is possible using vertices, edges and faces. There are
many functions for editing objects that allow you
to get an object of almost any kind.

Using Python scripts, you can create new user
editing tools.

Blender includes the BMesh system, which allows
you to create and edit faces with a very complex struc-
ture — for example, consisting of dozens of edges.

The main actions when using the program when
working with anatomical structures from the
BodyParts3D database are:

— importing the model in the format of an OBJ
file (File-Import-Wavefront (. obj) commands);

— representation of the object in different pro-
jections (views are obtained using the keys of the
numeric keypad: to switch between orthogonal and
perspective projections, use the key 5, front view —
1, right view — 3, top view — 7, bottom view — 9,
rotate the view window to the specified the angle is
obtained by pressing the keys 2, 8, 4, 6, opposite
views are obtained when the Ctrl key is pressed);

— geometric transformations of the active object
(movement — key g, revolutions — key r, scaling
— key s);

— obtaining a grid representation of the model (g);
— transition to editing mode and vice versa (Tab

key);
— editing in the modes of vertices, edges, faces

(bottom menu keys);
— overlaying material (created on the basis of

texture) on the corresponding faces).
The animation system in Blender is based on the

use of forward and reverse kinematics. It supports
automatic skinning, interactive drawing of the dis-
tribution of weights directly on the object, manual
editing of the skeleton processing method for each
vertex, the envelopes system.

A mixer for non-linear animation with a cycle of
movement along the curve is implemented. At the
same time, it is possible to animate even individual
vertices, which allows you to work even with very
complex objects from the point of view of construc-
tion (such as anatomical structures).

The construction of animation is based on the use
of a system of animation curves, the so-called IPO
curves. The principle of “driven-keys” is supported,
in which a change in the value of one parameter (for
example, width) leads to an automatic change (pro-
portional or not) to another (for example, height).
It is possible to control parameter values using math-
ematical expressions (written in Python). The use of
sound files and their editing for the purpose of ap-
propriate synchronization is ensured.

Supported synchronization based on Motion
capture technology.
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In addition, scripts written in Python create new
animated features.

Animation creation is controlled by the channel
key mechanism (Location, Rotation, Scaling, and
various channel combinations (LocRot, LocScale,
etc.) are implemented. Based on the set keys, the mod-
el parameters change in all other frames based on
automatically generated interpolation curves (anima-
tion curves) that have graphical visualization (Fig. 3).
To create a Blender animation when the animation
recording button is on, the frame pointer is set on the
definition You can create a channel key by pressing
the i key and selecting the appropriate context menu
command.

Animations created in this way can then be used
to create an interactive application.

Creating an interactive application based on 3D-
models of anatomical structures of BodyParts3D is
most expediently presented today using the Unity
game engine. Unity, combining all the features of a
modern 3D development environment, is used un-
der the Proprietary license, which when used to cre-
ate computer games imposes restrictions on the game
budget and the number of competing players. More-
over, the Personal license with a game budget of up
to $ 100,000 and the number of competing players
up to 20 is free. The development of interactive train-
ing applications is in full compliance with such lim-
itations. Interactive applications using anatomical
structures can actively rely on the use of the follow-
ing Unity components.

The Unity physics engine is one of the most im-
portant components for creating virtual reality ef-
fects. In order for the 3D object (in this case, the
anatomical structure) to be processed by the physi-
cal engine, it must contain the Rigidbody compo-
nent. In the future, this allows you to associate with
this component such properties as mass (in relative
units), acceleration of displacement, angular accel-
eration, the use of gravity, kinematics, interpolate
displacements, indicate the accuracy of collision de-
tection (collisions).

The collision detection method involves the use
of the corresponding components of the physical

engine, namely, BoxCollider should be used when
tracking collisions of cubic objects (or close to it),
Sphere Collider — spherical, Capsule Collider — as
a capsule, Mesh Collider — as a grid, Terrain Col-
lider — in the form of a complex surface shape. It
should be borne in mind that the use of the last two
components significantly increases the load on the
GPU, which requires careful use.

The next group of components of the physical
engine is associated with the use of compounds of
physical bodies. At the same time, such important
types of joints for anatomical structures are support-
ed: mobile (Hinge Joint), fixed (Fixed Joint), elastic
joints (Spring Joint) and joints with an arbitrary con-
figuration (Configurable Joint).

External applied force should be modeled using
the Constant Force component.

Using the animation system Mecanim. Unity has
the sophisticated Mecanim animation system. It pro-
vides: simplicity of the control scheme and anima-
tion settings for all Unity elements, including ob-
jects, their parts and properties; support for import-
ed animation clips and animations created inside
Unity; redirecting humanoid animations — the abil-
ity to apply animations from one character model
to another; simplified process of aligning animation
clips; convenient preview of animated clips, transi-
tions and interactions between them. This allows
animators to work more independently of program-
mers, debug animations even before applying pro-
gram code; management of complex interactions
between animations using a visual software tool;
animation of various parts of the body with differ-
ent logic; multi-level.

As a rule, a series of animations created earlier is
associated with each 3D object. Control over the exe-
cution of such animations is carried out using a spe-
cially created component of the Animator Controller.
Switching between animations occurs when certain
events occur in the program. For example, you can
start an anatomical structure wrapping animation by
pressing the r key. Even if there is only one animation
clip, it should still be placed in the animator controller
component for use in the Game Object.

The controller controls the states of different an-
imations and the transitions between them by the
so-called state machine, which can be imagined as
a block diagram or a simple program written in a
visual programming language inside Unity. The
structure of the Animator Controller is created and
presented and changed in the Animator Window.

Each Animator Controller defines an input state
called Entry, and an output state Exit. Next, each
clip associated with the object (Animation compo-
nents) has its own state (correspondingly, the block
in the block diagram in the block diagram of the
Animator window). Transitions between states
(blocks, animations) are created using the Mecan-

Fig. 3. Software MakeHuman allows to develop mesh
models in the different positions
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im visual toolkit in a flowchart using the Make tran-
sition context menu.

Each transition between animations is represent-
ed as an object, which is configured in the object in-
spector window. Moreover, to control the transi-
tions, parameters specially created in the Parame-
ters tab of the Animator window are used. Such pa-
rameters can be of four types: Float, Int, Bool, Trig-
ger. Moreover, when using a Boolean parameter of
the Trigger type, its value switches each time when
using it for a transition.

Having created the parameters and using them
to determine the conditions for making transitions
between animations in the object inspector for tran-
sitions (Conditions panel), the created animation
management mechanism can be used in C # lan-
guage code. For example, this is how the keystrokes
of the keyboard are processed to call the animations
r — wrapping, s — scaling:

using UnityEngine;
using System. Collections;
public class Skull3D : MonoBehaviour {

Animator animator;

// Use this for initialization
void Start () {

animator = GetComponent<Animator>();
}
// Update is called once per frame
void Update () {

if(Input. GetKeyUp(KeyCode. r))
{
animator. SetInteger(“state”,1); // rotation

}
if(Input. GetKeyUp(KeyCode. s))
    {

animator. SetInteger(“state”,2); // scaling
     }

      }
}

Animation can also be triggered when colliding
with another specific object (collision):

void OnCollisionEnter(Collision col) {
if (col. gameObject. CompareTag("wall"))
{

animator. SetTrigger("broken_down");
}

}

a specific wall tag. By creating and using block dia-
grams of the Mecanim system in this way, very com-
plex mechanisms for managing animations associ-
ated with 3D-models are achieved (Fig. 4).

Create Interactivity with Triggers

Under triggers, as a rule, they mean very gen-
eral entities (even functions, program code, etc.
are possible) that help to control program execu-
tion through some kind of interaction (interactiv-
ity). In the case of Unity 3D graphics, the con-
cept of triggers is used for the property of com-
ponents of the Collider type of the physical en-
gine. Setting this property for components allows
you to further process events associated with con-
tacts with this object: when you enter (collide)
with this object, when you are in this object, when
you exit the object. Such actions for ensuring in-
teractivity can be processed in the appropriate
methods:

void OnTriggerEnter(Collider collider)
{
// actions when entering trigger
}
void OnTriggerStay(Collider collider)
{
// actions when staying within trigger
}
void OnTriggerExit(Collider collider)
{
// actions when waying out trigger
}
Conclusions. Thus, we investigate the problems

that arise when teaching medical students on physi-
cal models and proposes an approach for develop-
ing interactive software that uses 3D computer
graphics in medical education.

We point out that this development procedure is
focused on the use of pre-prepared models of ana-
tomical structures, created for example on the basis
of MRI images and presented in different repositor-
ies — both commercial and freely distributed (for ex-
ample, BodyParts3D). Further, the process consists
in using free software — which, according to the au-
thors, would contribute to the wide development of
interactive training programs in medical universities.

Fig. 4. Creating and managing animations with help
of the system Mecanim
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We believe that the use of modern licensed de-
velopment tools (Table 1), which have gained pop-
ularity today, primarily in the development of en-
tertainment software products (computer games) has
several advantages when using computer graphics
for development of medical education applications:
firstly, focus on processing complex grid models, 3D
visualization, creating effects, interactive animation
control; secondly, the presence of a sufficient num-
ber of specialist programmers who own these tech-
nologies; thirdly, sufficient debugging of these soft-
ware environments (when developing Blender, Uni-
ty projects, a lot of high-class programmers were in-
volved, projects were supported for quite a long
time, today a large number of software versions have
been developed to improve and fix errors).
Ключові слова: комп’ютерна графіка, мульти-

медіа, медична освіта, BodyParts3D, Blender, Uni-
ty, 3D-моделювання.
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Table 1
The Software Offered for Usage

when Developing Computer Models of Anatomical Structures

                              Activity      Software used             Company         License

Using 3D-models of anatomical structures BodyParts3D Anatomography source Free open-
developed in the Anatomography project

Obtaining human network models MakeHuman The MakeHuman team AGPL
with the possibility of modification

Importing and processing 3D-models, Blender Blender Foundation GNU GPL
creating animations

Creating an interactive application Unity Technologies Unity Technologies Proprietary
with controlled animations
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